Integrating anatomy, radiology, pathology, and surgery: An alternative approach in resecting multifocal and multicentric breast carcinoma.
The sick lobe hypothesis provides the basis for a lobar approach in radiology, pathology, and surgical treatment of breast cancer. This approach aims to remove the tumor together with the surrounding field of genetic aberrations. Detailed preoperative lobar imaging that properly maps the disease and assesses its extent guides the parenchymal resection. Integration of our knowledge of breast anatomy and pathology with the results of preoperative radiological mapping is critical in assessing the eligibility of patients with multifocal and/or multicentric breast cancer for breast conservation treatment. Through an appropriately selected incision, a multisegment resection of the diseased lobe(s) is performed, which leaves the residual parenchyma in a formation that allows dovetailing of one part into the other, like the way pieces of a jigsaw puzzle fit together. Detailed pathologic analysis of the surgical specimen provides valuable feedback to the radiologist, establishes the completeness of surgical intervention, and generates predictive information for therapeutic decisions. Our approach is a step in continuous search for ideal tailored therapy to avoid under or over-treatment of breast cancer patients.